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PHONES
HIGHEST SECURITY LOCK DOWN
Vise HD is intended for high risk, high cost
smartphones such as the Apple iPhone.
The metal harness locks from the top and the side.
The device is charged using OEM style cable.

Vise HD

COLOURS

HIGHEST SECURITY LOCK DOWN
Vise 28° offers the same level of security and features as our Vise HD above, while displaying the
phone prominently at a 28 degree angle.
The device is charged using OEM style cable.

COLOURS
Vise HD 28
HIGH SECURITY LOCK DOWN
Vise5 LDG mechanically locks to any size smartphone. It can be displayed portrait/landscape while it
is locked to the mount. Adjustable arms precisely
clamp devices of various thickness.
The device is charged using OEM style cable.

COLOURS
Vise5 LDG
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PHONES
HIGH SECURITY LIFT/LOCK/ALARM
Vise5 mechanically locks to any size smartphone and
the recoiler utilizes aircraft cable ensuring high security, with an optional alarm.
The device is charged through the mount.

Vise5

COLOURS

HIGH SECURITY LIFT/LOCK/ALARM
Vise5 mechanically locks to any size smartphone and
the recoiler utilizes aircraft cable ensuring high security, with an optional alarm.
The display angle is 28 degrees.
The device is charged through the mount.

Vise5 28

COLOURS
MEDIUM SECURITY LIFT/ALARM
Vise5 SA is a cost effective solution when charging
and alarming a smartphone. The alarm is integrated
in the mount.
The customer experiences a high level of device
interaction through the lightweight feel.

COLOURS
Vise5 SA
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PHONES
COMPLIANCE SECURITY LIFT
Boomerang5 M may be adhered to any size smartphone using VHB tape and a mechanical aircraft
cable recoiler. An ideal solution for “mock” devices.

COLOURS
Boomerang5 M

ACCESSORIES
For enhanced security with our Vise5 line, we offer
optional arms. The G-Arm clamps down vertically on
the device which allows for a wide variety of
products, such as rugged phones or flip phones.

G-arms

The O-Arm is an addition to the standard left and
right arm configuration by securing top and bottom
as well.

Q-arms
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TABLETS
HIGHEST SECURITY LOCK DOWN
ViseHD + encloses a tablet with claws all around for
highest level of security. Ideal for self service Kiosks
and institutions. Available in 12° and 28°
display angles.

Vise HD+

COLOURS

HIGH SECURITY LIFT/LOCK/ALARM
Vise5+ mechanically locks to any size tablet and the
the recoiler utilizes aircraft cable ensuring high
security, with an optional alarm.
The optional Q-Arm provides extra security.
The device is charged through the mount.

Vise5 + with Vise5 Q+

COLOURS
CONTROL SECURITY LIFT
Boomerang5+ may be adhered to any size tablet
using large surface VHB tape and an aircraft cable
recoiler with an optional alarm.
The device is charged through the mount.

Boomerang5+

COLOURS
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OTHER
MEDIUM SECURITY LOCK DOWN
Vise W gently and securely clamps to the watch
straps. The customer is able to place their wrist
behind the display while the watch is locked down.
Fence plate can be added for increased protection.

COLOURS
Vise W
HIGH SECURITY ALARM
Vise LCE is tape based, high security sensor that
protects expensive electronics. The adjustable lasso
sensor has two sensors to ensure ultimate security.

COLOURS
LCE
CONTROL SECURITY MECHANICAL
Boomerang3 security solution makes short work of
removing smartphones from the display without
removing the tape. Displays are always kept clean
with the use of rare earth magnets.

Boomerang3
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